Optimized geometries
Optimized geometries of all structures reported in the article. The optimizations use a triple-ζ basis set on the Si atom (cc-pvtz). Each structure is accompanied by the following energies in a. u.: 1) zeropoint energy (E) 2) enthalpy (H) and 3) Gibb's free energy (G) In all case the shielding has been computed using an all-electron basis set for Si (dzvp). The 29 Si-σ reported includes the inclusion of scalar relativistic effects (σ scalar ) and the inclusion of SO effects (σ so ). The last two columns is the 29 Si-σ computed using solvent (PCM) correction. Si σ is also included (values in ppm)
• Table S6 : 29 Si-δ for all systems
In all case the shielding has been computed using an all-electron basis set for Si (dzvp). The 29 Si-δ reported includes the inclusion of scalar relativistic effects (δ scalar ) and the inclusion of SO effects (δ so ). The last two columns is the 29 Si-σ computed using solvent (PCM) correction. • References o B3PW91
